F O U N D A T I O N

Our process is easy

We collect waste and recycle it

We segregate and collect all the
dry waste from the offices. Dry
waste includes everything excpet
wood waste. Includes paper
waste, metal waste, plastic
waste, glass, wood etc. The
waste is then further sold to the
mills and the same is recycled by
the mills, preventing them from
entering back into the landfills

We redeem plants in return

Against the waste, we provide
points to the companies. These
points can be redeemed with a
wide range of plants we have.
Be it clean air offices or for green
gifting or for tree plantation, we
have unique products that will
definitely fulfill your requirements

The profit is used for girl
child education

The issue of girl child illiteracy is not new
to our country. Due to lack of education,
girls considered and treated as domestic
help in their own houses. So, whatever
profit raised via this initiative will be
donated for the cause of “Girl Child
Education.” We, at Pleasin Strides
Foundation have a goal of providing
education to 1000 Girl Child in this fiscal.
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Understanding the office waste
Not recyclable waste
T h e s e a r e m a i n l y
contaminated wastes or
hazardous wastes like
biomedical wastes that need to
be incinerated. The best
example for contaminated
waste would be the cardboard
pizza boxes, which due to the
oils become unfit for recycling.
Or tetrapacks due to the liquids
inside them. A small glitch can
damage the entire recycling
chain

Dry Waste (Recyclable)
This waste is all the waste like
paper waste, plastic waste etc
which can be segregated and
recycled. Currently most of the
corporates recycle only paper
waste, and the rest ends up in
landfills creating a lot of
pollution. It is high time that we
recycle as much as possible
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Wet Waste (Food Waste)
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Wet waste is all the food
leftover. It currently ends up
directly in landfills and is pretty
damaging for the environment.
A better approach is to create
a compost from it, and then
spread it in the nearby plants
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Of all the waste, only recyclable waste
is commercially viable, against which
we have a plant exchange program.
The food waste can easily be minimized
and made into compost so that it
doesn’t harm the environment, and
rather acts as manure for new life to
grow
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Waste redemption points
SNo

Item

Points (per kg)

1

Newspapers

10

2

Cartons

7

3

Books, notebooks, paper, shredded paper, magazines

8 to 12 (quality
dependent)

4

Plastic Bottles, plastic caps on water cans

10

5

Coffee cups, wrappers, plastic bags, tetra packs, glass bottles

2 for 10 kg

Metal exchange per kg: Iron: 12 points, Copper: 240 points, Brass: 160 points, Aluminium: 65
points, Tin: 5 points, Steel: 19 points
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Plant products against which the points may be redeemed
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Air purifying indoor
plants

Indoor office air pollution has major impact on businesses, as well
as office health

Average Office

Green Office

Green + office

On average, cognitive scores were 61% higher on the Green
building day and 101% higher on the two Green+ building
days than on the Conventional building day. VOCs and CO2
were independently associated with cognitive scores.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Average Loss of 6-9% in work performance due to polluted
office indoors, 50% higher dissatisfaction in polluted offices
over low pollution ones: PubMed, US Government
0.6% increase in sick leaves for every unit increase in
pollution : Norway Statistics Research Department

Indoor plants when correctly placed keeping in mind the lighting
and pollution sources, along with correct soil and optimum pot
size can reduce the indoor pollution levels by around 25%
Pollutant

Reduction

Pollutant

Reduction

Butyraldehyde

23.11%

Limonene

29.09%

Formaldehyde

28.63%

Benzene

30.55%

Ozone

23.22%

Ethyl benzene

29.23%

Toluene

23.17%

N-hexane

28.57%

M,p xylene

28.86%

Sulfur Dioxide

25.23%

O-xylene

23.24%

Carbon Dioxide

58.33%

Research by
University Of
Agriculture,
Romania

Not only that, but the correct placement of plants, and contrast,
can have significant psychological effects
Scores

Improvement

Symptoms

Reduction

Crisis Response Score

91%

Anger

44%

Information Usage Score

172%

Depression

58%

Strategic Thinking Score

183%

Stress

50%

Cognitive Score

61%

Anxiety

37%

Harvard School Of Health

University Of Technology, Sydney

As a bonus, correct quantity of plants also help improving health
conditions significantly
Symptom

Reduction

Symptom

Reduction

Fatigue

30%

Dry/ Hoarse Throat

24%

Headaches

20%

Cough

37%

Feeling Heavy Headedness

17%

Dry/ Itching Facial Skin

24%

Dizziness

17%

Itching, Scaling Scalp/ Hair

9%

Concentration Problem

15%

Dry, Itching Skin on Hands

4%

Itching/ Irritation Eyes

15%

Itching/ Stuffy Nose

30%

A study on over
51 offices
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We have 2 main products for improving air quality
Plants Buy
The points may be redeemed
against the indoor plants, and
we will provide the best plant for
a particular location. Employees
may take the ownership of the
plant maintenance creating a
symbiotic and engaging
relationship with nature

Plants Rental
The complete air purifying
packages is placed in the
office on rental (maintenance,
plant replacemen, cleaning
and manuring is our duty). The
rent may be paid by the
accumulated points.
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Green Gifting
Celebrating Events
Green gifting is the way to go.
Gift your clients/ employee an
airpurifying tabletop plant, along
with a decription tag and create
impact

Celebrating Birthdays
Why not give life to new plants on
this day rather than the same old
baloons and toffees. Gift a lasting
memory at your employee’s
birthday
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Innovative Plant Walls
Right now, when creating plant walls, plastic pots are used, thereby creating
new plastic rather than finishing it off. Why not use plastic waste bottles
instead. Not only we are increasing the greenery, but also cleaning the
neighbourhood which otherwise will remain dirty or, which has its plastic
bottles end up in landfills
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Plantation Drives
Local Plants
Local plants are getting lesser
and lesser and are getting
replaced by exotic and
encroaching species. Give these
local species a new life

Ayurvedic Plants
Or plant something impactful and
useful like Ashwagandha, Lemon
Grass, Giloy etc, which not only
promotes these, but are also
useful for the community nearby
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Thank You
Let’s get together for a greener world

